Dolphins Don C Reed Little Brown
reading practice the dolphin - mini-ielts - c waves d sounds 2. dolphins _____ in the school according to
the passage. a give information b don’t tell other dolphins when they are afraid c talk when they sleep d say “
sorry” when a dolphin comes back 3. people can’t hear the dolphin’s sounds because _____ a they are above
the water b they are under the water c they are very high dolphins know the best way to catch fish dolphins know the best way to catch fish dolphins are much more intelligent than humans when it comes to
fishing: they don’t even need a net. watch this video to see how they do it. tasks . do the preparation task first.
then watch the video and do the exercises. you can also read the transcript. preparation task sharks and
dolphins - arbordale publishing - sharks and dolphins both have torpedo-shaped bodies with fins on their
backs. they slice through the water to grab their prey with sharp teeth. but despite their similarities, sharks
and dolphins belong to different animal classes: one is a fish and gets oxygen from the water and the other is a
mammal and gets oxygen from the air. marine grade level: grades 1 & 2 - clearwater marine aquarium directions: read each of the sentences about dolphins and pick the word that best answers the question. 1)
dolphins hunt for fish using their sharp teeth. they don’t chew – they swallow their food whole! what word
means the same thing as (is a synonym of) sharp? a) dull b) blunt c) pointed 2) dolphins don’t have any fur.
commonlit | why dolphins make us nervous - why dolphins make us nervous ... but dolphins don’t blink
like we do, don’t gaze thoughtfully or frown (ever). their faces are like masks, and yet, because an organ
hidden in their ... c. dolphins represent the standard of intelligence that animals should reach to be it’s time
to become a dolphin expert - number that don’t (including risso’s dolphins, dusky dolphins and hector’s
dolphins). 2. communication (correct answers are ‘a’ and ‘c’) dolphins live in a world dominated by sound,
which travels better than light underwater. although most dolphins have are dolphins too smart for
captivity? - davidhgrimm - are dolphins too smart for captivity? a new movement seeks to end all dolphin
research in zoos and ... “i don’t think there are unequivocal data to support some of the ... “the mortality is
horﬁ c in the wild. fifty sciencemag. s e a s e a r c h - home - wild dolphin project - s e a s e a r c h !
directions: answer the following questions and search for their answers in the wordsearch puzzle. all the clues
and answers to the following questions can be found throughout the website . have fun! 1. a dolphin is a _____
that breathes air, gives live birth to young, nurses its young, and is warm blooded. 2.
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